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IN OUR 83rd YEAR

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, December 8, 1962
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by I n nod Prps• Inlernmi Ionia
The wurat onn of the sesson
eased its pip today, but heavy
s-ninva--up to twu feet deep—paralyzed hundrede of ournrnuoires
from Indiana to the A.ppelachitaius.
Skies refrained cloudy in the
sham area, brat the snows had
dwindled to flurries and squalls
arid caliper:is were cheered by a
fureciat of only light flurries for
tricky.
perThe isms loft at
9,rns dead. Piled drift
felt
nigh. cut ,t11f powee- and asIDITIMUand
Mies
many
to
areati.,ns
tav.:ra, and brought awake to a
standstill on all but a few main
rvaida.
Findlay. Otrio, was completely
if101atted as winds during the night
whipped up five-hot drifts. Seven busiee hauling passengers to
various parts of the country were
trapped in the city and about 250
pawaerigera atran,ded.
The county Oval defense (tree-

$

Body Is Sightetw
As Rescue Work
me Pushed

Mother Of 12 Held
On Theft Of $15,000

Cotton Growers Here
To Vote On Tuesday
On Cotton Quota

Seen & Heard
Around
MURRAY

98

Coach Larry Bale's Murray
High Tigers dropped their firat
cv,nttes-t of the season last night at
Cadiz as Trigg County won 48-37.
Trigg was on tup at the end of
quarter but held only a six point
advantage. 24-18, at halftime.
Walter Blackb,urn and Don
Faugrin led Murray with 14 and
13 po.nts resp.eetively. John Graham warred 20 r the victors.
Trigg
15 24 40 48
10 18 27 37
Murray
Trigg (48) — Boyd 10, Sivills
4, Graham 20. Annetrung 3, Pam cis 11. W. Banister,
Murray (31) — Danner 2, Fulton, Ros 2,Derokburn 14,_fasuigian
13. Duncan 8, Lee.
—

Vol. LXXXIII No. 2(P)

tor said at lease 2,000 persons
were divided in Hancock Coun
ty, which includes Finality. Roads
upen before
were not expected
noon. The Findlay Knights of
4
Columbus. American Legion, Elks
report said the advance units had
fly W. 'KIRK VOGERLEY
Club and Findlay College providreached a point 4.000 feet (rem
International
United Press
ed cots for some of the striancled
the face or end of a passagewayperwona—others slept , WI the Rom.
where the miners were caugh*
Res—
11.71
Pa.
CARMICHAELS.
Declares Emergency
,
while they toiled at their work.
Rotrena
the
in
body
cuers sighted a
The mayor (t1 Fostoria, Ohio,
The majority of those unaccountrecovery
but
No. 3 mine today
declared an emergency when it
ed for had spent most of tlair
was delayed because of a recurr_was learned at least 300 persons
working lives in the mines.
ing "Vera1RRion
In the area were atrandeci in their
But the rescue WOKS nearly
Heavy concentrations of carbon were a race against time.
cars and trucks. Civil defense and
monoxide slowed rescue efforts
disaster units were organized to
State Mines Secretary Lewis
in the Frosty Run shaft where 37 Evans said Friday night that if
get the people to shelter.
men were trapped by an explo- the present rate of penetration
More than 40.000 homes in
aion Thursday.
.--- •
the blast area was maintainod.
Cleveliind. Calurribus and other
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. lJPli — A
A U. S. Steel spokesman said something definite probably would
Ohio areas were without porsver as
4.000
mother of 12 Was hold today on the body was found about
be known "in another 38 hours."
heavy seerv.a knooked drawn pow$100,000 FOR HALF OF HIM—The grand champion Angus bull at the International Livecharges of taking as rri,ucti as feet from an area where the men That would be sometime Sundiy
stock Show in Chicago stands solidly in the hay after bringing $100,000 for a half iner tines.
$15,000 from the clothes closet of were working when the blast rock- morning.
terest Ankoalan Eclipse, they call him, for Ankuny Farm at Rhinebeck, N.Y. Half inOhioans termed the dram the
two feeble. slaters in her care.
ed the mine Sighting of the body
"We haven't given up hope," he
terest purchaser is the Keetauver brothers. Jonesboro. Tenn.
worat since 1964, and workers
'Mrs. Bertha Iona Ford, 44, a clouded hopes for survival of the said.
trying to ursclog the Penneyivania
practical nurse. was charged with others.
Turnpike called ft the most severe
Rescuers Encounter Diffkulty
The grimly determined disaster
grand larceny. Police said the
in the hietary (4 that supertighAuthorities also expressed conslowly
inch
to
continued
crews
school
booth
teachretired
asters,
way.
cern for the miners participating
mine
d
debris-clogge
the
in
ahead
when
vbly
ers.
shocked
were
Lie Friday night the 160-mile
in the rescue effort in a section
add Mrs. Ford admitted the theft. passage hut hopes for survival of
BnunAlbound 91913t1011 of the Penn-,
of the world's largest mechanized
deep
trapped
miners
37
the
of
any'
Miss Neale Warhead. 88, and
ifs/ivories Turnpike was opened and
operation.
coal
faded
underground
her slater. Laura,
more than 2.000 armor* at ax
The cotton quota vote coming
James B Girod. assistant suthey were quite fond of Mrs. 'These men have to have their
service areas were permitted to up on December 11 will mark the
fellow men at heart." said one perintendent of the Robena mine,
resume thivel.
tepth consecutive year in which
Historical record' in 11 West marriage bonala and other collec- F(ad.
mine official in reference to crack said the eight, nine-man teams
Mrs.
Ford
took
between
$12,000
dispetdhed
was
train
special
genealogimicroto
A
contain
greiters have voted on marketing Kentucky counties will be
tions likely
team•s who have bee is are working "under extremely difrescue
and
said.
915.000,
police
mercy
a
an
to carry medicine
quotas for their upland ''cotton filmed within . the next three cal data. Excluded from the microalma constantly shire a ficult condaions."
working
The
had
money
been
tucked
run us a snow-trapped hirraly at crop, H. B. Fulton, Chairman. Cal- months in a cooperative project filming project are mortgage reEach man carries a respirator
shook a sector
explosion
violent
away
hidden
in
cans
ahorteraing
Aliviado. Ohio
loway County Agricultural Stabi- sponsored by the Jackson Pur- cords and all records of the varsouth- good for a two-hour supply of oxthis
near
mine
giant
the
of
a
behind
table
and
chairs
stored
o
'matron and Conservation Cosnmit- chase Historical Society, the Uni- ious circuit courts.
Snows Are Heavy
western Pennsylvania community. ygen in the dangerous gas-filled
versa!' of Kentucky. and the wAvenea's schedule of visrts to in the clothes closet, police said.
Cleveland received 15 inehes of lee, said today
Still unanswered was the ques- areas. "Walking in an oxygen mr.ck
,
Detectives found an acklitranat
The ids of a County aohool flip- mow. tel the heavtest amount in
"Beginning with the referendum Church of _Jesus Christ of Latter counties other than McCracken
all the trapped men is difficult and physical labor is
tion—Are
eineendent as not without As the state—and the SfliltiW bett— on marketing quotas for the 1954 Day Seints
ia not yet definite. Ile estimates, $28,000 in the hiding place and
There was no concrete in- even more difficult." Girod sad .
more tryeng days as Boots Jeffrey ies 28 Inches in Lortien County. crop. growers have approved quotas
Counties in which court house hiowever, that the weal Kentucky teak irt to a bank ha safeiceeping. dead'
Among those aiding in the
heat ion
can orritity.
Generaliy the arm from Indium for each year's cotton crop," he records and a variety of privately groject will not be completed until ' Mac. Fard's husband Mao was
search are 44 miners who escap*told Slim Hop*
charged with grand larceny, alio Marytand received one to two stated "In the vote lait year. on owned friatorical documents and lite March or early April.
Relatives and friends at the men ed from the deep underground
He was ail ready to go to the bail feet of snow.
quotas for the 1962 upland cotton Papers are to be filmed include PAssigned by the Mormon Church Moult Mrs. Ford insisted he knew cut off MO feet beneath the sur- shaft when the blast rocked the
the
nettling
theft.
about
KenCalloway.
the
conduct
Fulspring
to
1*.st
Ballard.
Carlisle.
game Thuraday night at the colWinds as Wrong as ta miles crop, 96.9 percent of the growers
thin huge mine Thursday
Detectives said they had recov- face co 'nued to cling to a
y phase of its microfilming
lege when the phane rang.
Graves. Hickman. Livinget9D.
per huur whipped lie snow into voting approved the quotas."
These mtp ere been at the
their husthat
Jame
threati,
of
ered
the
)5,305
cash
in
lila).
has
&MB*heady
Avena
eat.
hewn MUIR, hampering roseleiess.• bkefl
law. thistse,- tritiat-lie-wree 001110.11
tabtly since teieir
brothers would scene almost' c
or
er;
bands,
to
was
or
20
in
duo
they
said
records
was
merchandiet
house
as
explained,
ed court
The situation,
fn. operation'.
claimed by the Secretary of Agri- TrIgil
narrow escape hoping to find
survive.
the
and
with
pun:Cased
loot.
School
The actual filming. sited to get more counties of Eastern
• thee the ;smith at Faxon
In Went Virginia. slate police cukure in years when the cotton
By early morning. a propess their working companions.
Patrice stagison of the Fords'
had gone bed, a basketball game were looking kw a mng bus supply exceeds normal The esti_ under way December 1/ in Padu- Central Kentucky
new-found pro ape ri ty several
was scheduled. a queen woe to along US. 250 beeriasen Bahmount mated 1962-433 supply of upland cah. sill be done by Richard
weeks ago sparked the investigabe crowned, the wider in the and liasindwille. Another bus. cotton exceeds the estimated nor- Avena, Salt Lake City. Utah. who
•
tion.
boiler was getting IU6
1 9° the stranded with 14 pariserigers, was mal supply by 47 million bales, represents the Mormon Church.
.
Detectives aid the Fords had
fere in the boiler had to be re- I or et ed near Mlounclinatile and
For 1903. the Chairman explain- Microfikning at the West Kentucky
purchased six oars, trading some
moved to keep Irian darnra-ging workers clug the vehicle out of a ed. ()allow.ay County has a total records is part of an international
of them in and giving others to
the boiler
sinew drift
of 134 acres available for allot- Program that has been undertaken
their children. They said they
,Mithn counted 14 pertains ment to growers on which to by the religious body as a means
have been able to find only care
This demanded anepeelearte
deed horn the three-day Mann, grown their upland cotton crop. of obtaining genealogical data
of the cars as far
so a salsitinof phaae calls began Oh in nine. Peruarylvania five, This represent& the County's share The project currently is under
The seventeenth annual meeting tral High, Betty George. WIltn.i
They also swid the Fords had
to acute a well 17111/1 to 'pull the Tenneasee. Ittirasia, Inchon. and of the national allotment acreage way in many areas of the United
Of the First District Library As- Jackson. Annette Smith. Pala
European
several
in
been working receratly on a numpump to see what was the matter. Wei Virginia ttwee each and New of 16.250.000 acres, which includes States and
sistants Club of Kentucky met last Smith, Linda Boaz. Carolyn Don: •
sninv- 250.000 acres from the nationel countries.
This took lune but was done. In York one. Mast died
Hotashouting Ca- llus-way County ber of busineese deaks, including week in the little chapel at Mur- las. and Mrs Gwen Helfer of Lo
the
of
The Archives Department
newitiatern over p.atfible purchase
aorrie way the gadget at the bot- peeked hagaways.
acreage reserve to take care of
.Pak High. Vero Rushing. Phu'
High downed the de,ferrieve-rnindray State College
turn of the puny held stripped
minimum farm allotments Indi- UK Library land the Jackson Pur- ed Beaten Indians 57-38 lest night of a tavern.
900 a. m to 1000 p. m. Farmer. Dianna Huntley. Jo:From
some bulls wiltell allowed water
uidual farm allotment notices have chase Historical Society. desirous at Jeffrey gym for as fifth Win
17 schools registered and were Redd. Brenda Stallion, Fri :
T‘. tall back into the well thus
been mailed to all cottoa farms af preserving county records and of the season.
on a tour of the Murray Rushing. Karen Gass of Mari,
taken
producing no water where' it was
All farmers who engaged in the documents, are assisting Avena by
avenged a double
High and Murray State Junior High; Cecilia Cavitt, El,,
victory
College
The
tweeted.
production of upland cotton in wiping hire gain access to the kiss by Calkyway to Benton last
j
beth Woods. Vicki Singleton,
•
libraries.
College
1982 are eligible to vote in the , various collections All costs of year, one ad which °rime on the Support Extra
•
The welcome was given by Ed Thomas, Ed Frank Jeffrey.
Term
Certein size washers were needDecember 11 referendum. This the pioject are borne by the re- Laker Moor as a Seriatim player
Frank Jeffrey of Murray College Mrs Lois Sparks of Murray
means that any person sharing in ligious body.
ed, jute so thick. Araither series
High President of the Library As- lege High, Nancy Bucy, Fay (
flung a desperation abet the length
of phone cons began, to lacate
a 1902 crop of cotton as landlord ! A microfilm copy of the West yr the court for a phenimenal LOUISVILLE 171 — Edward T. sistants Club.
Robert Forsee. Linda Walker.
I
or tenant and any person who was Kentucky records will be given the
W them and they were finally localSome of the principal items in Mrs. George_Hart of Murray
in the list second of the Med Breathitt told county sheriffs
basket
availbe
will
it
where
Library.
LK
'Murray College High affer
owner or operator of a farm for '
ed and the purnp was repaired by
here Friday that if elected gover- the morning session were the Judy Bush, Janice Walker, I.
its first three games if the which a cotton allotment was es- able for use by historians and game
abutat midnight
4
unerring from the nor he will support a constaut- three panel discussions. Cecilia Ratcliffe. Donna Downing.
wria
Calluasay
Negatives
scholars.
research
amain now has racked up four tablished in 1902 is eligible to vote other
rain-site's f tional amendment that would allow Cavitt and Vicki Singleton of Mur- Mrs. Alta Herrold of Reid
are stored in a mountain vault .fierld in the (awning
The building was hearted well by straiabt vitae ries hake...Wig a suc- in the referendum
bleated to sheriffs to eucced themselves in ray College High discussed, "What High; Sue Balentirre. Glenda B.,
quackly
and
conteat
the
.
own
is
The polls sill open at 8.00 near Salt Lake (Its, which
the time the bail Orr* was to cessful 64-52 encounter with Farhad office.
Broad
I Do In The Library."' Carol Jenk- tine. Judith Lively. Betty '•
defense
nine
the
bits
of
a. m and close at 6 00. p m,'Eli. ed by the Genealogical Society
stem so the testivillige went on mer-vim there last night.
who seeks the Dem- ins of Caldwell County High dis- Turner. Plumy Sanderson. V, u
6-6
big
Breathitt,
around
centered
up
thrown
the
College High bnike away in the gible voters in the Concord dis- • the Mormon Church. From
as • selherailed alehotagh the pump
ocratic gubernatorial nomination, cussed: 'The Open Door". and Cunningham. Donna Thomas, Car, .
John Wrenn.
was (art ,if order and the building final canto sifter Matting a Aim tract may vote at Warren Patter- standpoint of temperature, humidpromised to work for a mess- Nancy Bucy, Fay Cole, Robert For- lyn Bush. Linda Chubick. Atte
the
was;
also
Rogge%
Mackey
little
was deestaned to gat no wanner, 27-22 edge at halftime. Mitch son's store at New Concord. All ity and safety from fire and blast.
%salad give a higher per- see, and Linda Walker of Murray Noel. Franna Finley. Chnstir
that
defense
are
the
wrecked
who
Laker
Gabbs was again the lig gun for other districts may vote at the the vault is viewed as ideal for
but indeed colder.
school taxes to sher- High discussed. 'How our Library Mitcheson. Shirley Jones. and M
of
centage
-termbing
basket
uncanny
an
with
the preservation of records
the ()nits with 16 points. Freddy County ASC office.
Thomas Stevan- of Trigg Count
to enagle more effi- Functions"
offices
who
iffs'
Bemis
out.
feet
1
Bulk of the material to be film- from 20
At any rate the held game end Hendon and Bill Krieneeke added
g
High; Mary Ann Lowery. Gwe
the
for
speaker
collection.
principal
tax
The
cient
half,
got
fire
the
ed in the 11-county area will can- scored 12 is ints
the queen (-rimming won't or all 13 each Aintey scored 12 for
State Public Safety Commission- day was Dr. Woodbridge of the Belt, Kathy Byrunm. Iva Orcudut
14 Year
them in the (trot quarter
of
10
1865.
of
ast
to
up
county
records
ad- Murray State College faculty, who Linda Watson. Deborah flume
right while eteorts to fix the pump Itereen.
Owliorway led by six points. 19- er Glenn Lavern, who also
Members; of the Purchase HistonCollege High .... 9 27 45 04 Delivers Baby
Sheriffs As- gave a talk on -The College Li- Carol Burton, Birdre Peek of To
were in prneress.
end of the first period dressed the Kentucky'
the
at
13
by
which
headed
is
Society,
cal
5 22 30 52
Fortningt".n
Elementary; Leslie Pritchard, Lai
sociation conference, appealed for brary Budget."
Lon Oartet Barton of Mayfield, and named to a 10 point advent1/1
laws.
Had the pump -not been fixed,
The business session began at Maas. Darrye Jackson, Lau;
the their aid in enforcing traffic
HAMBURG, N. Y. (UM — Kurt aim will make available to Avena age, 36-25. at helftInc
then there would have been no
Lavern said that traffic deaths 190 p. m. The first constitution Pearce., Cindy Pritchard. Del
Knapp. 14, listened intently to the records of certain churches, other Lekers gust into the "barket"
s /
notioal the next day and another
year in 'Kentucky represent- for the organization was ratified Herndon. Joyce Yates. Diara•
the doctor's voice on the phone cemeteries, civic and fraternal or act following Benton's switch to a last
day would have had to been toad
financial loss of $119 million, and officers were elected Cecilia Brown. Norma File, arid Mrs. Jar •
a
ed
defense.
man
to
man
late Firday night. nodded his head ganaations.- - - as a school day, praibky out di
if the rate fatalities are Cavitt of fritfitalu College High was Waggoner of Wingo High.
that
and
the
Ow
won*
Thelma
and then calmly carried out his
Ti, make
Mrs Courtland Neel, Paducah, is
The following schools ecere r •
the °Firearms riolidays. All fhb
continues, the figure for elected President. Wanda Harper
occurring
i
.
/Bend
man.
post
big
their
instructions.
chairman of the llistorical So- Indians,
million.
High was re- presented by their librarians onl
Memorial
$150
,e ,of rannirrium foundation
bescous
be
Ballard
will
....
of
1902
After
.trouble.
foul
, early
ran
.A
ciety's microfilm committee.
requirements. '
ile also urged sheriffs to ask lo elected Vice-President, and Carol Caldwell Elementary. Concord E
1.
Minutes later he delivered his
Among the court house records getting three in the first half, he
le WW1 Pam arremeaawar
courts to give stiffer penalties Jenkins of Caldwell County High mentary, Farley Elementary, la
cal
mother of her sixth child.
,isitacit
the
at
to be filmed are deed books. will picked up his fourth
rest Elementary, and Lone 0
law violators.
was elected Secretary-Treasurer.
traffic
The same day a call from Hazel
to
a
fifth
and his
Before the esehulance could ar- books, county court order books. urf the third period
Elementary.
liand
students,
following
The
on some phiblem related to the
• as the final frame gat underway.
41 rive. Kurt had set about lightly
The meeting via.; sponsored
brarians attended the meeting:
water and a call learn Calloway High Friday
Benton was never able to seri- Buron
27 spanking breath into his 7-pound
the First District Education ;
)
Wanda Harper. Linda AN
High on brrika trouble. They have Low Friday
the
in
Darrell
lead
Laker
Rowland
the
dent
AUFay
36 baby brother,-Jessie Hodges. and Mrs. Rose Mar? sociation.
two boilers at Calkwary, so weak- To15 Today s.
-Funeral Is
secand half.
Enlists In Navy
Klass of Ballard Memorial High;
men were working on one while -Kentucky Lake: 7 a. m. 354.1 ft.;
scorthe
was
Marie
.
38.
L.'
Mrs
Housden
HamKnapp,
Sammy
lake temperature 49.
the tether was in age.
•Funeral services for Huron Ali- Paula Call. Carol Jenkins, Mrs.
•I7
with
burg,
knew
evening
the
was
baby
coming
the
far
kar
ing
Sunset 4;40;. satirise 858
britten wall be held this afternoon Guy G. Nichols. and Mrs. C. H.
and had telephone her sister to
Darrell Lee Rowland, age tlf. points fallawed by Ruggeri web
Everything was fixed, but Boots
two o'cluck at the New Mt. Jiggers of Caldwell County High;
at
Riley
and
10,
as
as
come
over
possible
quickly
with
Whitlow
14,
son of Mrs Clara N. Hendon of
All Sections of Kentucky -Rapti Church. Rev. D. Betty Bowden. Evelyn Adam. Hilda
massed the bail game.
Carmel
the
of
topped
town
the
Eden
from
nearby
ampkins
Haute 5. Murray, enlisted in the with 10. I
Considerable cloudiness arid conand Rev. Gerald Darnall, Norma Feagin, Shirley
Billingemun
W
December 5,- terriers with 12.
tinued cold today through Sunday,
Burial wall Witty. Sharon Sledd. and Mrs. Eva
afficiate.
But snow-clogged streets de- U. S. Navy on the
will
These 24 hoar .a day jobs have
Owen
67
50
35
19
lowsi
m y
sent
with a few light snow flurries like- layed her sister Husband Robert 1902, at the Navy: Recruiting Sta- Ca:I
Cemetery.
E. Ross: of Calloway County High;
m
The Almo P T. A. will m, '
MeCiriar,
certain diensivarelages.
in
be
38
36
13 25
`
tion, Louisville. Kentucky.
ly today, becoming more-numerous Knapp was at work.
56, pawed away Faye McKinley, Joan Stone, Don- Monday. December 10 at 6 p
AllIbritten.
Mr
Darrell was processed in the
tonight and Sunday. High today
Vada
Following the P T A. meeti
Thurakry night at the Murray na Nunn. Margie Templeton,
FORESTRY
near 40, low-tonight mid to upper
Kurt, a Boy Scout, called the Navy at the local Navy Recruiting
Templeton, Sadie Wilson, Kenneth the Alm Warriors will enga e
Calloway county Forestry Com- }beret:el.
20s High Stinclay mid to upper family physrician and received his Office, at the Court House. 3rd
Palaboarers are Harold Elkins, Wilson, Tommy Chandler. Larry the Kirksey Eagles at 700
anatructions and then followed, Floor. in Mayfield before being mittee will have its monthly meet30s_
Wavil Osbor n e, Urie Smith, Branteey, Barbaro Sharpe. Judy
7:30
at
11
December
Tuesday.
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He
Station
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main
the
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at
tee.
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School officials have made orTemperatures at 5 a m. (EST): them to
Ilean•as Bury, Franklin Burkeen, Robertson. and Mrs. Lois Gregory
with Santa ('Iaus to
Our Lady of Victory Hospital, is now in recruit training at Great p m at the City Hall in Murray.
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Louisville 29. Lexington 25, CovGayle
High;
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Earnest Lofton of Bailey Pulpwood and Harry Mine
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ington 35, Bowling Green 29. Hop- where Mrs_ Knapp and her new- Lakes. III.
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Funeral
The Max Churchill
Darrell attended Calloway Coun- CoMpany of Tennessee will talk
kin•sville 28. London 21.. Hunting- born child were taken, said both
Mrs. Every-one is given a cordial inHome has charge of the arrange- Donald. Leslie Vick, and
ton, W. Va., 25, Evansville, Ind., mother and infant were "doing ty High School before entering on possibilities of palpwood market
Cen- vitation to attend.
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of
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Aliene
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for this area.
the U. S. Navy.
fine." Kurt was back at home.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

We reserve the rignt to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
it Public Voice items which, in our opinion. are not for the best interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRFsSENTATIVFS: WALLACE WITMER CO., 150e
Madison Ave., Zesuiplus, Tenn.: Time & Life Bldg., New York. NY..
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission a,
Second Class Matter.
SUBSCAPTION RATES: By Cartier in Murray. per week 20e, par
month 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. 13.50: elsewhere, $5 50
"Pb. Clsoviesseling Civic Asset al a Commesity i• the
lategrity of its Newspaper"
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The term "Gat" minim Men
Dr. Richard Jordan Gellafi
who obtalned a U.S.A. Went on a macalMe
gun a calktury ago. He was far from being
the original inventor of such a weapon. An
Englishman. James Puckle, had exhibited
something similar (see Puckle's drawings
below) back in 1718.
A patent was issued tne1856 to C. E.
BOSTALS of Lowell, Masse for a crank-operated cannon, and Gatling's invention was
also preceded In the U.S.A. by several others
offered the War Department in 1861.
A "Union Repeating Gun." manufactured
in New York, was demmistrated in June
1861 before president Lincoln and Cabinet
members so impressively that Lincoln ordered a number of them at $1,300 each. His
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.Quotes From The Newc
ly Uphold Pms lateraational
ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. — President Kennedy. in a talk
during aflt. ef the stops in .his t tir of air and atomic bases:
".Ml around the tvorld. there are hundreds and millionof people. and dozens of CirUlltrie, %db, would not he free if
it were not for the will and the courage and power of the
people of the United States."

GUAXTANAMO BAY. Cuba -. 110:pita! technician Edwin Adams or Orange. N:.1).. whose wife and children were
among the first dependents to return to the U.S. naval base:
"We
really missed those longhaired_mess cooks."
-

chief of Ordnance. James W. Ripley, blocked
their adoperon. He believed the war would
be too short for new ordnance to be effective
substitutes for weapons being produced.
Maj. Gen. George B. McClellan sueceeded
In obtaining a few at another type of multiple fire gun, the Ager "Coffee Mill," for
his Army of the Potomac and these were
used in skirmishes around Harper's Ferry
In February 1862. A rival, the Requa Bettery, made in Rochester, N. Y., also had
some tests in combat by Union forces in
1862 before Gatling's gun was patented. It,
like the "Coffee Mill," developed defects that
Supported Ripley's opposition to extensive
adoption.
Meanwhile, Rebels had a machine gun
devised by Capt. It. S. Williams. After its
trial in the Battle* of Fair Oaks and Seven
Pines, June 1, 1862, the Confederate War
Department gave Williams a large order,
He ran into difficulties in securing necessary materials.
Eleven different hand-operated mechanisms that could be classified as machine
guns were offered the Union forces. Grating's was eventually found the only one
which "resolved all the serious problems
facing designers of manually powered machines at the time," but it had no notable
um until 1864, near the end of the war. It
was not formally adopted by the
Army until 1868, and did not begin to revolutionize warfare until
—CLARK KINNALRD
later.
Sightlight: The famous author Of
"Little Women," Louisa Alcott, who
became a volunteer nurse In 1862,
started h.r career as writer 144
a
"Yin•pital Sketches."

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Z. T.'Oaborn. Jr., attorney • for
_lathes Millie risking for a mistrial because of the courtroom
Shisating which he said made prospective witnesses tense and
frightened:.
"These emotional attitudes will he transmitted to the
jury despite any precautions the. defendant and his .counsto
can take."
STINSON REACH. Calif. --- Dr. "'farce. R. Forester.
only doctor in„town. explaining whv he is leaving the community:
"There are 25 .people in Stinson Beach who owe Inc
and they have so ed it for four to six months."

Bangkok Is
Called Venice
Of The East

Ten Years Ago Today

•

4-Ft

Is

Christmas
Stamp On
Sale Here

Murray Welcomes Arkansas
State Led By Big Jerry Rook

This year for the first time the
Post Office Department has .issued
a Christmas Stamp, a 4 cent de:
nomination, and at present it is
aveilable at the 'Murray Post Office. To iesue speedier service this
year. Acting Postrniaster Van D
Valentine suggested t h e ii e
Christmas stamp be used for greeting cards.
This pennies the card to be forwarded, if necessary, and returned
to the sender if undeliverable-provided, of course, that the return
address is on the envelope.
The Post ONice is preparing
for new poet-age rates starting January 7. and we really need the
cooperation of the public at this
time, Mr. Valentine said.
Commenting on the rates, he
observed that in a 'period of highcost living when one exercises
care in expenditures for goods
and services, the U. S. Mail service still reemains the No. I cornmunieation bargain.

'Arkansas State's bucket-ball
squad, rapidly becominrg one of
Msany Strartea better rivals, visits
the Mornay Sports Arena tonight
for a skirmish with Coach Caal
Luther's Racers.
The Indians well be Murray's
&meth otmonentt in a week and
Coach John Ratiteets squad is expouted to provikbe the Racers with
their toughest appose:ram of the
young season.
The two tryams have met one
common foe, New Mexico State.
Murray whipped the Aggies 90-55
ark Arkansas& State won by 75-86.
-KENTUCKY COLLEGE
BASKETBALL SCORES
is, I littrai
Oillefiiatioftal
Western Ky 79 SW Louisiana 06
Pikevtl,v 72 13tverd 70
leete; ara 86 Vineinnes (Ind.) 82
Northern Michigan Classic
At Marquette, Mich.
Second Round
Kenituroky St. 79 Ferris 64
Nlorthi•rn NUM. 87 StracAlester 81

20 Yews Ago This Week

30 Years Ago This Week

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

DIAL

Bucy s FOR F iNgFINISHEL
Building
Supply

MURRAY Dr;ve.ln Theatre

Livestock is best. Livestock, still
offers the best opportunity to increase Kentucky's farm income.
Our pastures can be greatly extended andairnproved. Along every
higharay and byWay one sees field
after field laying idle that weld
mak: excelltnt pasture if properly
ferteued ails: seeded. It is the use
of sue; and that offer, opportunities for increasing the production of beef. either to be finished within the state or sold as
feeder, to the cornbelt.
There has been much progress
in swine production in this state
recent!) and there is no reason
why many more feeder pigs should
it I be
:educed here. There, are
teeorttiretiee. too, for more commercial hog feeding operations
within the state. One field in Kentusky which lags seriously is that
of producing fruit and vegetables
kr the fresh market and for procresing. I hate just returned from
Narth Carolina and was interested
in a program mere planned to
make that state one of the top
food producing and processing
areas of the country. Some progress is being made in that direction. Kentucky farmers especially
those with good land that can he
irrigated should try to get into

Open
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TAKES ISSUE— Adlai Stevenson takes angry issue with
the Saturday Evening Post
report that he preferred
"political negotiation" rather
than a blockade to deal with
the Soviet missile buildup in
Cuba. The article is -Inaccurate said grossly misrepresenting my views," he said. _

with a
km cost
WANT AD
ailsrall Warman Mew

ririioases.*tg mom
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that field.

* DRY CLEANING SPECIAL *
STARTS

ENDS

THURS.

MON
December 10th

DecemIser 13th

PLAIN SKI RTS
2 FOR

og
_ NO LIMIT --

75c

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING
On The Square
ygg••• DEFgagwiT—Ahnied El SWIM, former govemewnt
official in Yemen. is a sorry sight at his trial in Sanaa as
he eipporte that heavy foot chain with a cord. The revolutionary repuhlieen government representatives at tha IT N.
nee, en en etre InI11..-ttor al/ eviler

,
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Start

Rin"._Pq SIDNEY POIT1ER BOBBY DARN

This is possibly the first mei-lent ut its kind and it points out
finger rings can be drangerous
while shrine The (oast Gaisr...sman was eniaying the wonderful
sport of skiing

i

•

0/4144.4411444,14

Do Not Wear Ring
While Water Skiing

,i

6:00

SUNDAY * MONDAY I_ TUESDAY

J

YOUR cHolci

753:,6363

PEOPLES BANK

Texas walloped Ea.st Texas State,
71-38. and Oklahoma State soared
to a 41647 victory over Montana

reef

Other key {slayers for the Indians are guarde Don Shatley and
Harold Collahan. he Meter celled
by Routh "the beat email basketball pbayer I've ever seen," 6-6
center Jerry IliKigires, and 8-3
forward Ceylon Ward. A threeyear letterman, Ward etestributed
over 900 points liaSt suasion.
The variety contest will begin
at 8 oalleek.

Tonight's Kentucky
College Basketball Schedule
I'. •,tral Pre,. Inlent•iltonr I
The increase in rates which KerbtUC •sy vs Temple at MAI.
most of us are interested in is Wrstc- a Kentucky at Louise:elle
tne one-cent hike in the letter Hasstern Keinttoicy
FOR CORRECT
at Daysiin
rate
Aelcarssas 'Same at Murray
First class mail surface- let- Ge eget rwn at-Franklin (Ind.)
ters, five centa an ounce; poster lrflal\laatotina art Gariorin (Pe.)
DAY OR NIGHT
and poet cards four cents. Air: Centre at Oamyibeeleiviiie
letters, eight cents, post cards, Union at Lincoln Memorial U.
K IAC Games
six cents.
Transeivania at BeHarrmine
lYiSY
Often thought of by the user
Berea at Pikeville
-first class" but actually' in "third
Ohio Valley Conference
class" (Alegi:try
are "greetir';
Tennemee at Moreheed
cards" Used mostly at ('hristrrnts
Northern Michigan Classic
of
type
of
mail
will
co_t
tune. this
Championship
four canto when the new rate of Kentucky St. es. Northern Mich,
pencipal agricultural problems-, three cent, will apply fi.r the
— —
how to farm w ith less depend- up.-coming 1962 Yuletide messages.
ence on tobacco Without_ taking
away from that crop we have simMr Valentine said "Again he
ply got to make More rapid pro- would like to suggest t.ie use cf
gres.s in the production of other the Christmas stamp on greeting
Weldwood Paneling before you
crops and livestock to supplement cards.
buy.
the tobacco crop. We cannot ex
12 different selections of plywood
pect to greatly increase our inpaneling in stock.
cc-me from tobacco and more cash
See Jimmy Bucy with 27 Years
income is needed to keep up with
Bueding Experience.
62.3 ,S. 4th Street . - - nom. 753-5712
cost a ePeratten and hying. Tobacco is already' in trouble in
some areas. notably the flue-cured
belt, and wise farmers will hasten
their search for supplemental. income producing enterprises.

add iho-t to-4,11,11114-1a of the eletier Aomen of Callovtay County, outclassed Lafayette
died Montlak at her home near I herrt:( sinter. •
bounced Sewanee. 78-64;

Acconliag to the report he lost
his balance anti fell He was able
to hang on with one hand. however, this caused the handle of
the aridie to pitch at a sherp
angle Tne ring on hi, little finger raceme lodged between the
end of the handle and the line.
and when the treeing bridle was
Jerked free the ring strippe.: the
tht, hone from
'kin and fleidi
i o. tri.i. .in.
ts.

Clumparilive mores, however, de,
not seem to affect the Racerlocklan rivalry.
Last yew, Murray won two
farrnee from the laditins but was
'hard pressed in both victories.
The Racers won 80-77 here and
80-74 at Jonesboro.
Chief threat for Arkaneas State
is Jerry Roue, one of the most
publicized prepeters in Arkarisere
history. A sophomore this year, he
was a ebanciout imilonner in his
fine %weedier ounveitition keit year,
leading his team in both earring
and rebounding. The 6-5 star moored over 400 points is. a freshman,
ensuing several Arkansas Ste
risoorde for a fine-year regular.

FARM FACTS

ened evaporated whole milk. The
of the increase coming in the past
five years The state still ranks
third in the production qf Amere
can cheese and fourth in unsweetAlthough Cincinnati and Ohio
State aren't_ scheduled to meet
Lesions from agricultural staduring the regular college ides-Act- listics A recent bulletin "KenIlearcats
ball season. the
&tread)* lucky Agricultural Statistic - 1901".
cern a "victory" over their _rivals published jointly by the United
Ledger and Times File
from the Big Ten confernce.
Slates and the Kentucky DepartThe triumph was gained by com- ment
of , Agriculture, contains
With their center. Mathis. scoring 3.2 points. the New paring the scores of their games so ml interesting statistics f ur
Concord team swamped Hazel 745-25 at the game played last against their first ramitial opponent lame iwho like to delve in figures.
of the new campaign '
I have just been studying my co
night at New Concord.
The top-ranked Bearcats wallop- py and find in it information that
"What Leader- Mean To Us" ia.;r. the n,pic which Jimmy
ed Virginia. 9142. Monday night
Theme-en chose ro speak on at the annual meeting of the at Cincinnati. The tourine Casa- both pleases and depresses.
note the great
it was good
Association held Thursday night at the Women°, Club hers then moved on to Columibus
progress made in corn reproducr
}lunar.
Wednesday night for a game with tion Twenty years ago the averken - Ohio State The Buckeye: didn't age annual yield of that crop in
judge Holland Br-sere circuit judge of the Seci
tucks Judicial District sae the speaker last night at the come 'clear to matching • einem- Kentucky as. around 25 bushels
mites 40-paint bulge against the per acre. maw it's well over 50:
Murray, State t (allege football banquet.
Paul Butterworth. secretars of the Calloway County same team but they showed enough it was good too, to note the rapid
gain a 70.46 victory
increase in beef cattle numbers.
Conservatirm- tank announced ioday that a new picture Of to Cincinnati
meanwhile, chalked
wildlife will lip abuts ii tia. members at the reguiA meeting tip Its third straight triumph by reflecting the improvement made
in pastures during recent years.
1110.714/a, night.
terming back Miami of Ohio, 38-36. In ten years the state doubled its
Beast Impressive Figures
beef numaers and increased its
The Bearrats• statrstax fur their rank among the states from 20th
first three eernes are mighty Un- in 1932 to 14th in 1961.
pressive They have totaled 246
LAPeller..0011 Thom F.
points for an average of 82 per
According to the statistics. Kengame and have allowed only 117 tucky ranked first in the producNIraiday n a• the greateq day in history for the gasoline for an average of 39
ticm of only one crop, fescue seed.
In the game against Miami. the We produced 39 percent of the
station's of Calloway Cranny as almost 311 residents. without
exce.,r.'ou. had their tanks filled. Tuesday
worst Bearcats used the saute sticky de- total le S harvest Kentucky rankal. the
fense that carried them to victor- ed second in the production of
da in hateta. tar first day of gasoline rationing.
The first 19.43 auto license *tamps went in sale Tueaday ies over Ohio State in the last three crops: orchard grass seed
NC.Ase championship itnaLs. George (29s tobacco (20) and lespedeza
and the first stamp was bought by Alfred Williams.
Wilson paced Cincinnati, with 25 seed
The state was third in
War Rond sales, in Call.os ay (-aunty during November points
the production of bluegrass seed
reached $F.i.oR.4.50. well over the tphrta of Sats,loo. I. allow ay
Ohio State needed help from with 26 of the national output.
count y ha. g.,ne over the top ever month •ince the Treasury reserve guard Dick Taylor in over- Milk. cow numbers continued to
Dep; rtment started setting quotas.
esning Virginia The BuckeSes decline and are the lowest since
'llw Murray Eire Department want- your old. discarded acre leading by only one point 1931. however, the annual protos toot so it Call repair. repaint and fix them up for the alien Taylor entered the game with duction of milk per CON II").7reilied
eiout five minutes left in the first during that period from 3.300
half and dropped in five straight pounds to 5.200 pounds. with most
points to give his team a 30-23 1980 tobacco crop brought Kentuceulge at halftime_
ky farmers 206 million dollars
Cewiliers HaltEreekls
which is more than the 253 milTaylor and Jim Doughty wound lion dollars derived from dairy
Ledger and Times Elle
up with 15 points eac'n but big products, beets and hogs Thirty- E. .a. Ros formerly of Mar.hall ,Cinnity and recently Gary Bradds. who had scored el five' percent of Kentucky's cash
points in Ohio State's first two farm income came from tobacco.
irf
..10111C,I a it 111..1c-ale fruit and vegetable games. was limited to 10.
• •
Therein lies one of the state's
henee hurt t1
lav
North Carolina. led h) the sechome
lioler Ilea M. Daniel ea;
;",s,
11.L4
dareagfed ood-halt heroics of sophomores
I'.
' fire last sundai morning. 'I he fire is thtiught to have Billy Cunningham and Hay Respees. rolled to a 6448 victory over
--sTsT;
caught from
ir drs
Tied.
\V. P. "I hilr''
p. isits
all-erinferetue guard sin the \Tiff- Clemeon
eseeesase
Elsewhere: Holy Cross ,opened
ray !bah acleiel ekes u -am
it a- elected 11133 captain unatiipre
its season with an 04-66 victory
nertisb
lettetmen neelity.
over American International. FordI re:. Nam\ ( an
•1
111-1(1„
alt of the best loved ham whipped Yale. 73-54. LaSalle
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Almo Eighth Grade
Elects Officers

-s, however, do
vt the Racer-
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rray won two
ndiens but was 1
both victories.
60-77 here and

adreiting at redueed peeves. Rowland Rettrigenition Sales and Service, 110 Soisth 12th Street. dac

NOTICE

WE HAVE A G000 WARMITY
of '62 model smashers, dryers, re- LONG TEM LEASE WITH Opfrig.wabom and freezers. We are tion to buy ,zone commercial, ideal
tor doictor's cake, tarter shop,
beauty salon, etc. Would remodel
dor desirable tenant. Would sell
or trade, goal down paytnent,
with erasy payment plan to man
with eatiablistied credit. Li intete:lied contact me ley calling
Vetter Orr. August F. Wilson,
Box 117, Jeffeesionlown, Ky. Call
AN 7-1007.
dee

Arkansas State
le of the most
re in Arkansas'
ire this year, he
enlormer in his
Obition kite year,
in both scoring
le 6-5 els wore: a freshman, V
Arkansas State
-year regular.

BEAUTY

BARBER
SHOP

eels for the In)on Shelley and
the latter celled
it email basketever seen," 6-6
*ins, and 6-3
Mini. A three'ard contributed
C season.
utest will begin

ATTENTION: ROUTE BOY needed. Apply In person at Ledger &
Times.

•

CLIPPER BLADE GRINDING
Tested for sherpnees and seated In. Quick service.
75c per set.
WILLIAM HORNBUCKLE
Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
213 Spruce St.
Murray, Ky.

LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRP...i.ER
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new
and used mobile homes, all sizes,
see us before you treat.
decS2c
WILL DO CUSTOM SAWING al
$3.50 per hour. Sisturckiys only.
Dower saw. Write Willson Edimonsun, Gracey Rt. 2, Ky.
d 11 p

CORRECT

IME and
IPERATURE

YOUR MURRAY-CA LOW AY COUNTY

OR NIGHT

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

3-6363 0
COURTESY
S BANK

e,

ADDING MACHINES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
PL 3-1916
Lociamr & Times
sod TYPEWR TERS
Saw & Service
Act4pr & rime,
PL 11-1916
PRINTING
DRUG STORES
PI 3-1910
Leaser & Times
woe Drug*
PL 3-2547

INISHEE

if plywood
27 Ye,,i•

INSURANCE

1712

11.1
eatre

TYPEWR/TWA BEN fAl
AND WIMIWE

rellsee, Melogin & Holton
1-en Trisurance
FL 1-3415 Ledger & Time.

S

L

SALE

1 6-ROOM HOUSE ON SOUTH
PEKING42E PUPPIES. PRICED Fourth St. Can be used as a duto sell. Gaul days 753-5071, after plex.
or ceil Well Nix - 492dlac 3383.
5:00 pen., call 753-3430.
dl

SPA'

1980 DODGE 2 DOOR HARDTOP,
looal one owner oar, new tires V-8
motor. Dial 492-2601.
d8c

FOUND: BEST PLACE TO BU1
By PHIL NEWSOM
1953 GAIC HEAVY DUTY Truck, used oars. Brandon Brothers, 60
BE)RLAN 4UPU - The Cuban crisis
18 foot bed, 10.00x20 12 ply tires. oar selection. Verble Motion Howdl2c
may have eased tesnporeuely CornExcedierst oonditiem. Saicritice. $350. and Brandhon. 753-4383.
muniel pressures on Berlin but
Ptione 793-9120.
dec
the divided city remains one of
SERVICES OFFERED
the world's most acute problems.
2 BERDDOGS, 8 YEAR OLD setWest Berlin, the No. 1 induster and 17 mos. pointer. Also J. T. ALBRITTON, AUCTION- trial city. in Germany, has
recovBrowning autonnatis Shotgun and eer. All types of auction service, ered from the first effects of the
balby bed. Cell 763-5841.
dap 825 Madison, Paducah, Kentucky, wall which the Commurrists flung
diai 442-4052, Murray PL 4-2999 across the city on Aug. 13, 1961.
deck
Orders are being filled a nd
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, GARAGE,
goods are moving steadily on the
utihty, electric beat, cm Calloway.
CARD OF THANKS
U
railroads, highways and canals.
Price $8500. 'Penns. Dial 763-5601.
,About 15,000. new workers have
dee
The family of W. B. Winchester
come into the city to make up
gratefully acknowlediges your kind
partially for the 60,000 lost when
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER.1 expressions of sympathy in the
the wall went up
3 bednioms, near college. Ptione recent illness and death of our
In the city, there is a shortage
753-4575 after 5:00 p.m.
dec tether, grandfather and brother.
of single rooms.
Our special thanks to the Revs.
But the wall, instead of comHeataert Slaughter and R. J. Bur- ing down, grows
higher.
LAYING HENS FOR SALE. Must
pie flur their comforting words,
Symbol Of Fear
be moved by Decerniber 12th. 65c
abunehel
Funeral
to the Max H.
And the wall iteelf is a symbol
eaoh. PL. 3-5147, Concord Road.
Home, to the donors of the many of a fear which
West Berliners
Downs Poultry Farm.
dlOc
beautiful Sewers, and the food will have to live with untill
some
so graciously prepared for the solution is
reached to the entire
family by friends, neighbors, and problem of Berlin.
FOR RENT
relatives. Also to Dr. Parker for
For Berlin, to live and 'prosper,
his many efforts.
must have guaranteed access to
ROOMS FOR BOYS. ONE private
May the Lord as Liddy bless the outside world.
room and one double room, one each
of you in your times of surWalter Ulbricht, the East Comshort block west of college. Room
LS our prayer.
munist boss who has been loudest
appointment.
Call
may be seen by
The Family of W. B. Winchester in his attacks on West Germany
753-3990.
lip and in his demand for a separate
peace treaty which would cut off
4 ROOM LTNEURNISFIED House,
West Berlio's life stream, at th
3l males Rest of Murray on the
moment is soft-pedaling those deFulltentosisn Road. $20 per month.
mands a nd talking instead in
d 10c
Cell 763-8745.
vague terms Of a German confed
eration.
Presumably, this talk is on
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, BATH,
orders from Moscow in another
buit-in cabinets, electric
of the twists and turns of Cornheat. 4 metes, out Cadiz Rd. $45
, .
,muntatspo.hey• •
per moteth. PL 33603. ", dl lc
West Also themes
On the West German side there

131- 5-1916
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The Eight grade of Almo Jr.
High called a meeting to elect officers and class favorites for the
1962-433 Annual. The following were
as officers.
President, Helen Tomlin;
Vice-Presideet, Wayne Thompson; Sec. & Tres-, Brenda Jones;
Reporter, Ken Miller.
Most likely to succeed-Ken Miller and Brenda Jones.
Best all around-IWayne Thompson and Emma Edwards.
Meet popular - Kenneth Dix
and Brenda Parker,
Best Sports - Phillip Morris and
Linda Parker.
also may have been a slight softening or switch in policy.
West German Foreign Minister
Gerhard Schroeder hinted as much
An Washington.
Chancellor Konrad Adeneuer,
who adamantly has opposed any
sort of recognition (or East Germany, has indicated he might agree to some sort of international guarantee of Berlin access
such as already is in effect on
some of Europe's great rivers,
such as the Danube and the Rhine.
On such a commission East
Germany would have a voice, at
least as agent acting for the Soviet Union,
Americans Concerned
American
representatives
in
West Germany have not heed
happy over the recent crisis besetting the Adenauer government.
They feel that any division
within the West, and particularly
inside West Germany might
tempt the Soviets to apply new
pressures to Berlin, and thus.
erase whatever good may have
come from an apparent easing of
the Communist position.
But certainly nothing is to be
gained by presenting Khrushchev
with new temptations or to give
hen a possible escape eatch from
oblems of his own creation.

DON'T GET UP NIGHTS

sour money

It takes 1.01 age end 12 hours to siert
bark at any drug
relief-or
store. When rancatonal kidney dosonfers
cause seas. is night& scanty Dow,
burning. hatikikeltd. 1e• Palos Matinees um
enkr-to-take timers 4-day lniatment
Pose fast to marmot and regulate passage.
NOW st HOLLAiw.spf.tto oo
7 177" ,
2121.111.224

LONG TIME NO SEE-Yugoslavia's Marshal Tito (right) is
welcomed in the Soviet by Mikhail Georgadze, secretary of
the presidium, on his first visit there In SOL years. There
was an ideological split at that time
(Radiophoto)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Rat•
5-Warmth
banish
division
12-Particle
-80a eagle
14-Burmese
as live

4-PrInter's
measure

21-A non
24- A gi cements

26-1tai'an colas
26-Exists
2$-Academia
subreci•
29-Japanese
hew
10-Shines&
pagoda
21.1tossissalve
pronoun.
S!-Ceremony
at-Collapsed
34-Symliol for
nickel
35-1..une
a-Tuft on bead
of • bird
37-To toss

9-Winded

16-Prohibits
17-Small coin
19-Urein
20-Caution
21-Country of
Europe
22-Atoms
22-Similar
26-Tardy
27-Seiumoning
29- P'abric
30-A bounding
32-Fabulous

birds
23-away
I

2

3

4 ":.

12

24

DOWN

9 ef0 19

,vs,

41 Maria
nickname
43 Female deer
14 Sorrowful

14
.0.

.

ovJovn
.•:4

rs...,-. .m
3
' 25-...%,

••:•:•:"
: .732
•

31

•

26 2"

.1;
• •'
•:•••:,
.
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a4

30

. i.: .

.,41

45

s'ep

S 6 3 8

:

4.: iC.,t. 18 19

28

rt...rnoon
Party
47-Or of
Celebes .4
43-Stave
49-Writing fluid
69-Matured

44 Note of scale
47 Cooled lava

*t"
.•.
•:•.. 6

13

fruit (pi I
41-To wager

A

86-Tanned skin
36-8euill bed
IS-Musical
instrumeat
39-To seep
40-Pronoun

..41..

42-Crprinold
fish (p1.)
45-Any large

aggregation

MOM =MOO MOO
MOM @BOOM MOM
0O0 =OM
COMM MOM 000O
000 WOO OOMOM
00=0 UMMO0
MOMOM MOM OMO
MOMO OMM 0000
OMOMP UMM
SSW BOMB MOO
MO% MOM MOO
000 00O00 000

10- Fabrics
11 - Fastened

machine
15-Flumiske

•

OW@ bOOOM

6-Listens to
6-Goddess of
discord
7-Emniet
I-Symbol for
tellurium

13

15-Weight•of
India
IC-Teraptation
17- Fanner
12-Bellows
20-4Juoted
:11-Lances

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

48

•• 49

ae,4,,

:....:. , 4,
1
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2-Consumed

5a.1, mends

a.......a.aesr. ax ula.. Desswrssywcaw,

PROMBLV PICI<EDVPA
COLD SOME PLACE..

HE

al.4

,4c11, ituill 11509., ssral nade no commehj
"Stop ....I...,
t •• Bennett It-upped into the
KM gala tie WO out giatice to
wards the ,loot but neard toot chair which tie nail refused beri a as
•• third .tollison Look nu iime steps in the passag•
.sermett's going to give us
iut speaking. He tell sure airouti that Grice was coming
he can,' Rolitson
t the self imposed silence back. He wanted a test more all the
was floss Almost more than Ben- minute,- alone with this man said. "No need tot a ant:suttees
titer yet, is there?"
re you in thi• to ruin Mall
nett ould bear.
"No,' Grice euraeded.
Ms demanded
Rollisor asked softly: "Can Inge
two
"Bennett, let's get one
"Ye- yes,' Bennett muttered
to remember what it was like
things clear," said I-Willson.
to feel Kate Lowson's necs be"What made It worth trying 'What was your sister's part
,
n your fingers, Bennett?
anyone"'
in this?"
too you ,smem ber now she LO
Bennett closed his eyes as he
Bennett didn't answer.
struggled, what It was Ulte
"Listen, Be•Inett,' RnIllson answered: "That's the worst
wilts/ sne .emed to stop breathsaid reaa• ningly, "no mattes part about It. She knew wno
tog ?''
Bennett was gritting his eeth r.ow much you hate the Mailing rhompeon was. She worked
pe•ipie, they aren't worth hang- with Film before I did, tie was
and Literanine ma ftsta.
n se you aught to re- ing tor, Why did they drive you supposed to ne- to be in love
rortnner. Branson said 'Thai to attack Kate LowsonT Who Is with ner. I never liked nun."
He tied not Wcedjaany peOple
•11a 1141
flapper
vow sis this Thompson?"
• • •
for a long time, Iterollison decidier nily nu ane saved net
ENNSN'T answered in a way ed, watching the men;Be. ,att
,•ett oat r,d a pace ROI
WPM
nearo the One, mans
which made Rallison believe nag lived with a chip nit Has
luush oreaing
re ne was telling the truth-and sLoulder for months, perhaps
th
and tell sure
at
to was perhaps the biggest single years. (ince was tutting rack
disappointment Rollison had and watching, not taking notes.
talk.
Neither oX them plompted thr
Exact I y what nappened
must
"I simply don't know,' Ben- man, who took another alp of
Rollison went
nave--"
nett muttered. "It's just a name the brandy, then a cigarette
"You bloody liar," Bennett he calls himself. I don't-" he which ()rice pushed across the
ace 'cued at him, and ieapet at
aed his eyes, and for a mo- cloak.
"It really began because I
him
ment it looked as if he would
Fenllirson had Judged the mo- fainL 'Walston took a brandy nated Wedlakesi g u t a, and
at mailing Motors,'
out of his hip pis :et and evers
ment when the ither man woo, • fin
spring, and he did not need to niurdlie it to Bennett, who took tie said. "I was accused ot sellmove. He shot his right fist a drink eagerly and was gasp ing it some manufacturing seinto Bennettai stomach. Al the ing a n he lowered the flask_ tints it we. a cold-blooded lie.
gave Mailing Motors everyman gasped and lurched for"It's the truth. tie muttered
ward hew lowered, he clipped
don't know who rhompson thing I could, I was abeoiutaly
do know that it Isn't hie loyal to them-and they Kicked
nun sharply beneath the Chin,
His Christian name me out at a moment's notice,
then rammed nis fists to the mai nar
with a month s salary."
man ts neart - all blows which may be, though- Lancelot."
would nurt, but none likely to
"Can you describe nim?
"Do You Know who did give
put tom ouL
"Yes, Be no e tt answered, those secrets away?"
"No, I coul. t even guess,
Bennett tried to cover up, but 'hut--but it won't be much
as It was that swine Wedcopid not, and he banged against good. He always wore a bear
the wall. Ltoliison struck ntm and I always thought it was lake himself.' Bennett answered.
twice again, sharp hurtful Mows false. He Kept a "cart on. and- "I . wouldn't trust aim as tar as
,uiesee rum, out 0tell, what
to the stomach, then ne hacked well, tie never seemed real, ti
ass 4y.
yo .noie what I mean. He did use was there in accusing a 44"The truth Is the truth. They It so that we shouldn t reeog rector?
"I ilon't mind telling you that
June like that,- he said nIze him. He-he was a Man of
harshly.
.
naid^le age, I'd recognize his L could have cut Wedlake s
Bennett w a a gasping for fieure and hiswalk, but his throat. I think 11 I'd seen eim
the week or so utter tied slung
.11
face-" ti brake att,
telt I would nave done him
eame_la-ta this_
-you
an Maury. The mall *VW was,
Kate I 4iirv son, Ronson went on. you?" 'telefoon demanded,.
"He nad he had tes) other i was us debt 'en when I was
'Like sonic proof ?lie moved to Grice's desk, and men with nun,' Bennett an at Mailings. I daresas I'd been a
•
ny lived at Park fool to overspend.
pit 14e41 up some_ photographs, sineri
',try
"I was zetting a fair
.ed one Watch Dad been View, too, • man named Bell
taken el dennet I's sister tor the gnu another ;tamed Cathy.' He -but not as gorsi as you might
meanest
irt igical department
use shivered. "Lord, it's hard to be- think. Mailings are the
so-and-so's in the business, They
He turned it round and handed lieve."
•
For a moment it looked as it say that they have to screw
to Bennett, whose gaze
&lapped. Sweat was standing ne were going to break down everyone else down In order to
and cry, but be fought against offer the public the cheapest
put on fits otrehead. •
that, and when tie went on his possible product, but the truth
"Mr" be gasped.
I "They did, rhey poisoned the %owe was stronger: "I'll tell is they're bloody mean and
dog, presumably because the you everything I can, Rollinon blorciy-minded."
dog would Wive tried, to save I'll help in every way I car."
"An soots ea they've got an
That was when rhe handle of
her. Then they strangled her
Ho., much tin they oemerye your the door misled, and Grice ca me the Information they want
had from illohnen. they'll kill him,"
loyalty?"
'ontinne
"It- it must have been Sims- been standing outside the door, Bennett predicts. it
tra notirte4 to Seenelt arid Rol. the story hers tomorrose.
-me ells,'
CHAPTER 73
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OTTAWA MAYOR-Canada's
capital city, Ottawa, again
has elected Charlotte Whitton (above) mayor. Said her
opponent, attorney Sam Berger, "It will be another circus at City Hall for the
next two years."
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FASCIMATfD, BATFILESS
GROGGINS STARES AT
101E TWIRL/0/(, COIN -UNABLE TO DRAW HIS
EVES AWAY FROM THE
TRINKET-- OR EVEN
CONTROL HIS OWN
THOUGHTS
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NOW WHAT DID
IT'S ABOUT
YOU WISH TO DISCUSS THIS BANKWITH ME, MY 6000
ROBBIN'
MAN
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tHome Economics Majors Are 'All-Around' Girls
By Lana Trice
A'refINTION. MALES• Do you have difficulty finding girls who meet all of your standards? If your problem is such, you might be interested in knowing that
I scouted the campus and discovered, not one, buctan
entire department of "all-around" girls.
Yes. MSC's home econonecs department is swarming with girls who are talented and informed in almost every phase of American society. Many students
believe that a home economics major "has it made."
They believe that her courses consist of only sewing,
cooking, and the like, but this is false. Their college
training is broad: and therefore, perhaps, they are the
best prepared people in the nation.
Let's review their courses: two years of liberal arte
which include literature, history, languages, and mathematics: two years of science which cover physics,
chemistry, biology, bacteriology, and nutrition; elective
courses in music all. and creative writing: and two
years of practical subiects which contain sewing, dress
designing, cooking, home furnishings and decorating,
the care and nurture of children, and last but certainly not least, the care and nurture of husband'.
From this analyses of the board cultural arid Practical courses available to home eentennici majors, don't
you acme that they are a select grout) who are being
trained for the nation's most imnortant task - the
task of creating hapny, inteerated. useful homes?
According to s'ati;ticecohniledtbv ler Walter Courtenay. our recent Religious Emphasis Wreck speaker one
teenage marriage out of three ende in divorce. Among
college graduates, it's one out of 70 and among college graduate.; where the girls are home economics
mainrs it is one out of 270.
'The eiccesirsill home largely depends upon how
we ^^enared the bride-te-be is What ehe needs is a
good. liberal backeround iced with practical courses
—rich as those in home economics Even career girls
'he
find fields which they can enter from such a flexible
tie •' .
.•
proerane
• t"" 7 •• 6
Aemit it fellow's when You get around to choosing
a m^te veiere retie- hard to please ((which is only
rietti Vett want someone attractive, with intelligence
cultere
and integrity. ard who has some concert
and nrone;ety. I'm not swine that only home econ°mite nreors tenses the-se nualities, hut I do gay
the they are th. riles most likely.
All the credit ;beetle he eiver to the home economthielir
enare de
:
eerm
n nromil.s
allpaeirrls
r)aire ienn t
n ,
"trhaenl
LOVELY AND LEARNED
the task of homemaking mind making. and community
The home economics department develops well-rounded individuals, equally
•-•
'
at ease in any situation. Nancy Riggs (standing), sophomore. Owensboro is servintea to Henrietta a v is
icsD
salute
holtmeca
(left), sophomore, Grayville, ill., and Dale Thomps
on, sophomore, Hopkinsville, in the Home Management
rem, thf. COM...1M New,
I-louse.

•

Social Calendar

at the home of Mrs. Bill Weather
at 11:30 am.
•••
The Weskeyan Circle of the
Saturday, December 5th
a ••
First Metteekst Chunth WSCS
The Murnay State Domes Club
elliM will have a pothreic supper in
The Bethany sundae mlie
will have a rummage slate at the Cilia al the First Devoe' church the educeetional building at 6:30
American Legion building from Si will have its Christmas potluck
Pen- Ett.th one
to bring a white
a m. to 12 2100111.
chnner at the home of Mrs. Ru- elephant gift.
•••
•••
ckeeih Thurman
6 p.m.
• • ,•
The Senior MYF of the First
The Meeierary Autiliary of the
Methods' Church win have a
The Euzehan Sunday School North Piece-hot Greve Cumberbeke tale at nine &eke* in the Claw of the First Baptist Church land Prestelerian Church will
morning in front of Diuguide and will hat a dinner meeting at the have a potluck dinner at the
Belk-Settle.
Woman's Club House at 6:30 pen. home of Mrs. Edwin Cain at 11
•••
•• •
•m.
•• •
Mondaye December 10th
Circle V cif the WMS will meet
The Set& Pleasant Greve at the Baptise Meneen at 7 p.m.
ThursdayDecember 13th
•••
Humernakers Club will meet with
The S eirth Murray Hienernakers
Mrs. Matiford Orr at 10:30 am. for
The S:grna Department of the Cbeta will have a potluck luncheon
a potluck dinner. One deka gees Murray Weimares Club will have it the borne et Mrs JtY•lei Evans
will be exchanged.
a Christina party for the children at 11:30 am.
.• •
•• •
at the dub heat at 6:30 pm.
The Dercas Surday School Class Hostesees
The Doreetry Chicle of the First
be Mesdamee James
of the Fus Baptist Church will Parker. Phillip Mitchell, John Rapteit Chinth IAIMS will meet
harve a potluck supeer at the home' Nanny. Rubin James, Maurice. at the home of Mrs. George T.
of Mrs Charlet; Ryan at 6:30 pin.' Crass Jr.. and John Neal Puede:in:LI efordy, North 7th Street, at 9:30
•••
•• •
am.
•••
The Alice Wattle Circle of the
The Penny, Homemakers Club
ri r s Metteuctiet Church WSCS will have a dinner meeting at the The Town and Country Homewill meat at the home of Mrs. 'erring* Inn at 10 a.m Sureenne makers 'Club will have a dinner
Richard 'flak at 730 p.m,.
' friende will be revealed and fifty meeting at the home of Mrs. Robert Bear at 6730
;vent gifts will be exchatiged.
m. 'Each one
•••
e asked to bring a fifty cent gift.
The Malta Ball Hays eerie of
•
•
•
the Fine Methuchst Church WSCS
The Ore Greece Circle of the
will meet at the social hall at 7:30 College Preibeterien Church will
Woodmen Circle Grove 126 will
pm
have a Christmas party at the have its Ohre:arias dinner arid
home of Mrs. Echvard Brunner, party at the Woman's Club House
at 6:30 p.m.
Olive leouleharce at 8 p.m.
•••
•••
Friday. December 14th
The &sines Guild of the cl.v-F
The Roth Sunday Schee Class
of the Fire Chreatian Church will
meet with Mrs. Kirk Axe at 7:30 of the First Baptist Church will
meet at six -thirty in the hisite
p.m
of
The Cordeltia Erwin Circle of
••
Mrs. Thomas Ileganearnp
Woman's
the
Seciety af Christian
Friday, December 14th
Tuesday. December 11th
Service of
e South Pleaeant
lhe Magazine Club will have
The Murray Manufacturing
Greve Methreliet Church met for
Wives Ch*, will heal Its monthly Its annual Chreetrnos meet at the
its regular mecum arid Christmas
dinner meeting at the Triangle Inn horrie of Mrs A. W Rusisiell at
Party Wedriesdae evenang. Dereini
at 6 pm. Ifuerdres A-111 be Mes- 210 pin. Glee; will be exchanged.
ber 5. at the church.
•••
dames Wyear. Holland. Ed g•r
MIN. Ben Hill and Mts. R. L.
The Kipp Daugtiter.; Sunday
liowe. Al leipie and Kathryn
Cooper were :n charge cd the
Scheel Clem of the Scots Grove
Kyle.
bannieut Chreernas preignen m• ••
Beene* Churcteeetl have a ain'tMies Mary Martha Lamle. and
alted --Hear the Angell
, Singe'
llw Pans Read Homemakers mew dinner at the Wiliman's Club Thomas E Shirley, son of Mr.
These udang Par
'en the PrItgeee
rms Club will meet with Mrs Elmer Frieze at 6:30 pm.
and Mrs. Edgar Shirley. were
V.
Mrs °la'a`
•••
e-rn: Mrs ""°- Oeflais at 10 am Bach one is to
married on Friday November 30.
ridge letraricem. Mrs Her Cheri- bring a ,cionor girt for
exchange.
The leorlh Murray Hernernakers
Dr H. C. Chile& read the douton, Mrs Raymond Story. Mrs.
e.
•••
Club will have a potluck luridwen'ble ring ceremony at six o'clock
Make Erwin, Mrs, Hoyt Owen,
The Lydian Sunday School Class at the ivene ie Mrs. B. J H effrnen in the evening at the First Baband Mins Jan CnuPer" MIS. Mavis 01 the First Baptist Chureh
at 11 a TT1 Fret) cent gifts will
'be tist Church Baskets of white
Mceernish PreWred the very et- have a dinner meeting
stock. palms, and candelabra were
at tthe exchaneed(erase Worshus, Center.
•• •
!Woman's Club House at 6:30 pm.
used as decorations for the church.
After the Pngrarn- the °mut); One dotter gifts will be exchange
The bride wore for her wedding
met in the Fellowship Hail for ed,
a white cool suit with a small
the biannees SSIISSlifl arid party.
•• •
white pillbox hat with illusion
Mr
"
.
W9CS
The Maryleona Frost and Besveil Her only jewelry was a strand
Seem" Peeeedertt- Pces""tie Dyer
The
Cal/ie.-ay
County- Associa- of pearls gift of the groom She
Tucter Circles of the F:rst
the apariese sessile
Methodist Church WSCS will have nen of °heel/Creel Eckaciartitin met carried a hand bouquet e white
The taankkgra of the everurlig' a joint Chrinmas meeting in the receneky at Murray State Cottage rises centered with a white or'
was the reeaLwig
pray er
home of Mrs H 1' Waldrop, 707 flur its regular monehty meeting.
chid
theeck" Ewe' Prerer Pnend A.*
Presenting the program were
" Male at 9 30 a m
Mies Peggy Kipp was the maid
presented wed a gilt.
• ••
Mere Lower Surer and rnemibers of honor and 'the only attendant
A Chnstinas panty piate A-ala
The West Hazel Homemakers of her Chikireres le.ereture ass. for the • ride She wore a toast
served tie 36 members and three club will ffwet
the hp.nroe
Mrs. G len Hinges, president, suit fashioned like that of the
of
eskers by the humectant, Mts.
Mrs Kielce lines at one o'clock tiresided. The ACE voted to send
Leiner Guuch. Mrs Taylor Goeche sur a cl,,rre_maa num and ex _ twente- delete
ei the ACEI buildMrs C. J. Harrell. and Mrs Owen. change of ert.
ing Kind in Warehingten
honor
of the late W B Miser because
of
he
lute and ihstanchng cuesa the ge.A page:apt
at, the eclunition al chilChurch eredS will meet as folk:nem
I with Mrs. Charles Mercer, II dren
The Woman's Sienetty ie Chris• .•

Christmas Party Is
Held By Cordelitr
Erwin Circle

Miss Mary Martha Lamb Becomes The Bride Miss Lottye Suiter
Of Thomas E. Shirley In Church Ceremony Program Leader For
bride and had matchine, acesson Delta Department

Calloway ACE Holds
Meeting Recently

Christmas Program
Pnesented At Meet
Of Murray WSCS

•••
_• • •
Ilogancamp Home Is,
Scene of Meet By
I
Lottie Moon Circle
wrli au, R. W. churd.u. and

The home ot M
Thema Ho- HI with Mrs R L
's-den at
geresses was the scene
the 10 am.: IV with Mrs. Amanda
meeting of the Liter Munn Cade White at 2-30 pen
• ••
of the Woman's Straw eery Sortety of the First Eterre Cenuich
Murray Star Chapter No. 433'
held on Windily evening at seven Orier of the Elegem Star will
"Fragnent Harbeire WEIN the title
ceellecte
hese a potluck supper at 6 pin. of the buiek by Jame Short taught
Me George T. Moody and Mrs. preceding the regular meeting. A at the special mestein etudy by
Ralph Tespeneer presented a very Christmas party with gift exchen- *be Nevem Weimsne Auxiliary of
interesting and inforrreetrve study ge fur members and temente- will the Memorial Repeat Church held
et the book entitted "New Fran- be after the causing of Ihe chap- en Wednesday afternoon at five
hers in an Old eerie "
eecierIc at the (*lurch.
ter,
• ••
On display vi.-ae a large cienteMew Venda Cobe.n, heeler of
tem of Reins frien Jupen A film
the '(WA eraughet the book. A
Wednesday, December 12th
form, was alit, shiewn
The Arts and Crafts Club will
served preceding
The circle cheornan. Mrs G T , meet at the Herne of Mrs Rene he et sty.
Lilly. presided. Refreehmenite were (eloper. 304 North letteSt. at 2:30
itese preeent were Mary Ann
served to the thirteen members pin.
Crawfird. Jean Buckner. Linda
• ••
and three guests. Mrs. Mr•ody,.
Shelton. Sherry Thacker. Oweilyn
Me. Tees-neer. and Mrs H. L.: The Harris Greve Hetnerrialtters Parks. Peggy Farley. Meredith
Oakley.
Club will have a potluck dinner Feeley. and Mass G skim

.ilemorial il'A has
.ilission Study and
Supper 11'ednesday

PANHELLENIC POSES

The

MSC Panhellenic Council pauses for a picture during one of Its

busy meetings. Members are (front row, left to right): Sharon

McNeal. Junior, president of Alpha

Sigma Alpha; Melissa Henry, junior, president of Alpha Omicron Pi: Lynne Lawson, Junior, treasurer
of Panhellenic, Alpha Omicron Pi: Marjorie Rhea, senior, Alpha Sigma Alpha, president of Panhellenic; Bonnie Burns, Junior, Sigma Sigma Sigma; Judy Chandler, senior, president of Sigma
Sigma Sigma. (Back row, lets to right) Martha Jones. senior. Alpha Sigma Alpha: Sue Allen, sophomore, Alpha Sigma Alpha; Donna Grogan. Junior, Sigma Sigma Sigma; Judy Lewis, Jun) r, Alpha
Omicron Pi; Dianne Boswell, Junior, Alpha Omicron PI; Barbara McHatton, Junior,
phs Sigma
Alpha. (Not pictured. Barbara Sue Brandon, --atel or, Sigma Sigma Sigma.)

tian Service ig the Fn-at Meth.dist Church held es -restorer :reacting in the sucial hall in Theetay
rre ening.
Circle I was in charge of the
Christmas program with Mrs. F.
E. Crawford as the leader vehe
was waisted in the candielighting
ceremerny by Mrs Hertrun Brunk.
Mrs. H Glenn Duran slang teed
knely Chrestmes hymns and Mrs.1
E. A Lundquist led the group in
a Chnermas learry
The WSCS president. Mrs. C C
Lowry. pneeseried and opened the
Wainer's meeting with prayer.

SCOTT DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday

le; She carried a hand bouquet
, Every.4:3-rn•Arnias, Christina
of yellow roses centered with a
the
' when.'" was the theme
purple orchid
Gary Houston was the best man pregram presented at the meeting
for Mr Shirley. Ushers were Ron- of the Deka Department of the
for your Drug, Pr000rlption and Sundry !Nods
. Murray Woman's Club held or
nie Shelton and Jimmy Fain.
house
The mother of the brele was Tuesday evening at the club
OLOSED from
WE WILL
attired in a navy dress with navy
Mise Lootee Surer was in char11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for Otturch Hour
acceisones They each wore a
ge at the pn.grom and introduceel
gardenia corsage
Johntion who sang
After the ceremony the couple eif71% Janet
Hal- limmeemmemeiggeimergmegmemilini
left for an unannounced wedding 'Christmas :carols, Mew Pal
loran who told a Christmas story,
trip.
nand lets Naney Pike ,..etto read
Mrs Shirley is eraduate of Mur- 'Cheri:tines prayers
ray High School and is a junior
The depaernere chairman. Mks
at Murray State College where
preetted and welshe is
member of Alpha Sigma Venda Ghison.
attendance. Gilts
Alpha sorority. Mr. Shirley is al- coined the large
to a graduate of Murray State were exchanged by the group.
College and has been in the UniRefreshment; were served by
ted States Navy for two years
the hooteares eh) were Metedames
Mr Shirley is now stationed Ratph Teraerwer, Ralph McCueaboard the USS Beale -t Norfort. ton, W J Gibson. Max Churchill,
Va., where his wife will join hen and A. C Sanders.
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HAS
GOT

• ENDS TON1TE •t
"WORLD BY NIGHT'
• AND •
MONS I "WINGS OF CHANCE"
I

Sunday
Tuesday—
ALL THE YOUNG LOVES FROM
THE SENSATIONAL BEST-SELLER!
THRU

• • •

Woman's Society Of
Hazel Church Has
Christmas Program
The general meeting (if el.
W,enan's Society if Christian SC"
VIM
the Hazel Meth- nee Chie
cit seas held on Wednesday evi
ning at seven o'clock in the sanctuary of the church with Mrs. Rex
Buie, president, pfteeichng.
Mrs Olga Freemen and Miss
Ann Herron presented the Chenma ;ins:earn, "Hear the Angels
Sing" The scripture from the first
chapter of Luke wa read
fieckground Ohreernes st ri ng
and vocal mimic was played during the proararn,
A epollighbed werehip center
draied in /Led cletti held the
es hen Trifilie
with a tall glowing gold candle
comireeited t he effective centre]
yinbL
The candlelight and the treattenet rm
(-reseed the mood
In ern a theuegitful coneemplation
of the birth oe the Christ child.
Renders of the narration were
Meseiremes Chude Anderem, Dub
Resell. Fred Hart, and John Meeks:neigh.
Al the chneliecion of the prognwn
hselte.letes, Mrs. T. S.
Iterren and MM. Ann Herron,
served 1 ovel y refregimente of
(
-bre/Imre cexecies and seared tea
to the eighteen member in the
fel)nanein

Nok
THE
WILDEST
PARTY
EVER
FII MEW

/VI

et•

SMITH-CORONA
"2.27
.77e—

ADDING MACHINES

FROM $129.50
THE LEDGER & TIMES

OFFICE SUPPLY
iiitiva". k5dairtlIff ROBERTSON JAMES %EARTH UR NICE ADAMS

DEPARTMENT

kiKIR HATA HARAREET'ANNE HEW I STEfANIE POWERS
ROY EBSDI TEM UAW'MYST/INS

"Everything For The Office"
103 N. 4th
ee?

- -1
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